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The purpose of the pape r is to st ud y t heore t icall y t he in teraction betwee n a n obliquely 
incident pla ne electromagnetic wave a nd an electron beam . We ass um e t hat a s tatic 
magnetic field of a rbi t ra ry s trength is prese nt in t he axia l direction. 

Machine compu tations made for t he case of a cylind rical electron p lasma show t hat 
resonan ces occur in t he backscattering cross section as a fun ction of the a ngle of in cidencc 
of t he p la ne wa ve. T he depende nce of t he reso na nce a ngles on t he pl as ma freq uency for 
fi xed gyrofrequency suggests a possibili ty of u tili zin g t he resul ts of t he in ves t igat ion for 
diag nostics of a cy lindri cal pl fl s ma. 

Introduction and Summary 

The in teract ion of an obliquely incid ent plan e electromagnetic wave ~tnd an electron beam 
has been stuclied by the au thor in a number of previous repor ts [Wilhell11 sson , 1954, 1958a, 
1958b], par ticu larly in the presence of an infll1i tely strong static m agnetic field in t he direction 
of t he beam and in the i\,bsence of a static magnetic field . In an en,di er r eport [vVilh elmsson, 
1958cJ the au t hor discussed the Wfw e solutions for the waves exci table in ~L cylindri cal electron 
beam in tbe presence of IL sttLtic magnetic fi eld of arbi tmry strength . Th e investigation also 
covered the case of ILzimu tbally a,symm etri c modes whi ch, together with the azimut hally 
symm etr ic mocl es, consti tute the complete set of normal modes excitable, e.g. , by m Mns of fin 
obliquely in ciden t plan e wave. 

The purpose of t he present report is to give the complete form al solu tion of t he problem 
of in teraction between an obliquely inciden t plane wave and an electron b eam in the presen ce 
of a static magnetic field of fini te strength in the ax ial direction . 

The investigation suggests a new in teresting diagnostic technique for a beam or a plasma 
ut ilizing t he dependence of the resonance angles of incid ence on the plasma and gyr o frequen cies. 

1. General Assumptions and Fundamental Equations 

Let us review the assumptions and the notations introduced by t he au thor in previous 
communica tions on this subj ec t. ' Ve consider a circul ar electron beam of radius a and of 
infini te exten t in the axial direction . The beam has a drif t velocity Vo along the lines of force 
of a homogeneous magnetic fi eld of str ength Ho. We assume t hat the ben,m travels through 
a neu tral ionized m edium that exists only in the same domain as tbe beam . The static elec
tron densit ies of t he beam and the ionized medium ar e fur ther assum ed to be homogeneolls 
in space. Let us in troduce tbe cri tical angular frequencies WeI = (Nl e2 /mEo) ~1. and W e2= (N2e2/mEo)'h 
corresponding to t he electron densities NI and N2 of the beam and the ionized medium, re
spectively. H ere e is the charge of the electron , m i ts mass, and EO the dielectric constan t of 
vacuum . In the following we consider frequencies of an order of magnitude such that t he 
ions ca,n be regi\,rd ed at rest. 
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I FIGU RE l. The obliql,ely incident plane eleclr'omag
netic wave and the electTon beam. 
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In order to study the interaction between an obliquely incident plane electromagnetic 
wave and an electron beam in the presence of a static magnetic field of finite amplitude, we 
introduce circular cylindrical coordinates (z, p, cp) and assume that the incident plane wave 
hits the beam with an angle of incidence ¢ . We further assume that the dielectric constants 
are different outside and inside the beam. By virtue of the last assumption, the axial phase 
velocity of the incident wave can be adjusted to the velocity of the beam by a suitable choice 
of the dielectric constant of the surrounding medium. 

We represent the axial wave propagation by the factor e} (w t - k ll z) . where w is the angular 
frequency of the oscillations, t the time, kll = kl sin cp, where kl =w~ is the wave propaga
tion constant of the incident plane wave (111 and (;l are the permeability and the dielectric 
constant of the surrounding medium). A convenient notation is further k J.. = kt cos cpo z is the 
axial space coordinate. For vacuum we introduce correspondingly ko= W.Jl1oEo. The wave 

impedances we denote by ZI = I~l and Zo = I ~. We represent the angular dependence of -V El -V {;o 

the wave functions by the factor ein", . 

The cyclotron frequency of the electrom we denote by WH=!!... MoHo, where 110 is the vacuum 
m 

permeability. We furthermore make use of the notation al=~' " the phase constant of the 
Vo 

I . b " d k _ 2 7r _ w eI . . e ectlon earn, an po- :;::---' the relatIve space charge wave propagatIOn constant, where 
Po Vo 

Apo is the plasmic wavelength of an infinitely wide beam. Collisional effects are taken into 
account by introducing the effective collision frequencies P I and 112 for the electrons of the beam 
and for the electrons of the ionized medium respectively. 

In a previous investigation rWilhelmsson, 1958c] the author obtained the following coupled 

equations for the quantities III and 1I2 defined by IIl = E z and 1I2= r~Hz -V EO 

(Pp+A~)III=BiII2' (1) 

where Pp is the operator 
(Pp+A~)II2= B~III , 

1 0 0 n2 
Pp=-- p - --

pOp op p2 

and At, A 2, B l , and B2 depend on the parameters we have already defined. 
An alternative way of writing the eqs (1) and (2) is 

(Pp+ ai)II1 = biP.1I2 , 

(pp+a~)II2= bW.1I1, 

where again aI, a2, bl , and b2 can be expressed in the parameters that we have introduced. 

(2) 

(la) 

(2a) 

The equations were derived from the equation of motion of the electrons, the equation of 
continuity, and Maxwell's equations, taking into consideration the drift Lorentz term vo X H_, 
where Fe is the a-c magnetic field, and the relativistic effects. Let us here introduce the 
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Dotfl tion (3=~ for th e ratio beLween the drift velocity of th e electron beam and the velocity 
Co 

of light in vacuum. 
We obtain the followin g exprcssions for the constants in the coupled field equations 

where 

b2 • A 
I= J 2 ' 

]J 

E ? .A 
j = - J DZ' 
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The quantities that we have introduced are sufficient to determine the coupled eqs (1, 2) 
and (la, 2a) completely. To construct expressions for all the field componen ts tha t we need to 
satisfy t he boundary co nditions on the surface of the cylinder, it is convenient to introduce 
the followin g quan tities: 

2 . Wave Solutions of the Problem 

We consider two differ en t directions of polarization of the obliquely inciden t plane 
electromagnetic wave, viz, the cases with the magnetic or the electric fi eld vector polarized 
p erpendicularly to the electron beam. The gener al solution for the case of an arbitrarily 
polarized incident plan e wave can be obtained by superposition of the solutions for the two 
separate cases. 

2. 1. The Magnetic Field Vector of the Incident Plane Wave Is Perpendicular to the Electron 
Beam 

The field vectors of the incident plane electromagnetic wave can be written 

From the J acobi series 

ElnC = Ae J( wt +k-Lp cos 'I'- k Il Z) , 

1-llnc= A ~ eJ( wt +k.Lp cos 'I'- k ll zl 

Zl 

00 

eJk.L p cos '1'= L:; jnJ,, (k .L p)e Jn'l' 
n =-oo 

(4) 

(5) 

we deduce the following expansions that we need to express the fi eld compon ents of the 
inciden t plane wave in a sui table form 

• 'k - 1 d 'k - 1 -.0 . J (k ) J SI ll <peJ .Lp cos '1'=-. - - eJ .LP cos '1'=- L....J nJn n. .l P e "'1', 
Jk.lP dip k .l p n= -oo 

(6) 

' 1. • d 'k '" cos ipe JA.L P cos '1'= - J ---- eJ .Lp cos '1'= L:; j n-1J :' (k.lp) ein'l' . 
d(k.LP) n= -oo 

(7) 

vVe then obtain (th e axial propagation factor e i(wt-kIlZl is omitted in the followin g) 

'" 
E~nc= _E;nc cos ¢=-A cos ¢ L:; jnJ,, (k.LP)e i )/ 'I' 

n=-co 

(8) 
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The genoml solutioll or the coupled fi eld equations (1) and (2) that we need in order to 
d escribe the ill terllal field , we \\rri te in the rollowing form 

00 B Z 00 

E ;nl - "" A J (1 ) j n ", + __ l _ Z "" B J (I ) j n", 
z - "f:-:!. I n n LI P e A~-h~ '-'O ,,=-=:oo I n n LZ P e , 

wher e hi atld hz sll tisfy th e r elation 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

In eqs (9) and (10) A lit rtnd Bin are ampli tud e coefficien ts, whi ch nre to be evaluated la ter on 
by introducin g bOllndary conditions. Since I n(-z)= (_ l) nJ n(z) it is sufficien t in eqs (9) 
and (10) Lo cO lls id er only two roots hi a nd hz o[ t he 4t h-ord er equation (11 ) that do no t differ 
only by sign in ord er Lo construct t he com plete solution for the in ternal field. 

The second te t'lll or t he right-h,wel side of eq (9) ,wd the first term of the right-hand side of 
eq (10) ar c term s in troduced by the coupling expressed by the right-h and sid es of eq (1) lWei (2) . 
The remaining term s or eqs (9) nnd (10) correspond in the limi t or infinitely strong sta tic 
m agnetic fi eld Lo pure transverse l1htgnetic (T.M) find tnmsverse electri c (TE) modes 
respect i vel.\". 

We choose 

so tlw t 

and 

h~= t [Ai+A~-.J(A ~-An 2+4B~B~ j , 

h~= t [A~+ A~+,I (A~-A D2 +4BiB~1, 

lim hl = AI 
WIl~ C:O 

lim h2= A z. 
Wl/~(X) 

W e furth ermore hll ve the relatio ll s 

H ence 

B2B2- 2 ~Z 
1 2- A D4' 

A2 -hz- -~ [A2_ A2+ /(A2- A Z)2+4B2B 2J- _ _ l- [ 2_ 2A2+ ( 2_ 2~2)2+4A 2~2j 
1 2- 2 2 1 , 2 I 1 2 - 2DZ P q u , ' ]J q , 

and 

Let us in troduce 

h~=212 [ p2+ (l~2_ 'V/ ( p 2- q2~2) Z+4A 2~2 ], 

M= 212 []J 2+ q2~2+ .J( p2_ q2~2) 2+4A 2~2 ] . 
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We then have 

Bi 'U- 2 
Ai-h~=J Ll , 

m ·u 
A~-hi=J . (16) 

The internal wave solutions (9) and (10) can therefore be written 

00 00 

E~nt= L::: A] nJ ,.(h]p) eilll' + jULl - 2Zo L::: B 1"J ,,(h2P) eill l', 
n=-CX) '1}=- oo 

(17) 

For the azimuthal components of the internal electric and magnetic fields we have the fol
lowing expressions in E~n\ H~llt and their first radial derivatives 

E int=_I_ [r !!:. Eint _ k A "OE ~nt _ j P Z Q !!:. [_I'nt + jk Z q2 OI-I~ntJ 
I' q2a~ P Z 0 "0 P . 0 0 P Z • 0 '--'0 "0 P 

(18) 

The formulae (17) and (18) contain sufficient information on the internal electromagnetic 
field to determine the amplitude coefficients by introducing the boundary conditions on the 
surface of the cylinder. The determination of the amplitude coefficients will be the subject of 
a following section of the investigation. 

The radial components of the internal fields may, if desired, be obtained fronl the following 
expressions and relations (17) and (18) 

Eint=~ (k Z Fpnt+j "oE ~nt) 
p kll 0 0 I' op' 

(19) 

We write the field components of the scattered wave (p> a) in the following way 

TM modes 
00 

E~c= L::: A 2nH;,2)(k.l.p)e ill l' 
n=-co 

a> 

E~c=_j tan q, L::: A2,l[~2) ·(kJ..P)ejlll' 
n=- 0) 

E sc= tan </> ~ A H (2) (k ) inl' 
I' k k...J n 2n n .l. P e 

.l.P n=-a> 

H~c=o (20) 
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TE modes 

E SC= 7'Z _ 1_ ~ B H (2)' (k p) ejn<p 
<p . I cos ¢ n~'" 2n n 1. 

'" 
H~c=_j tan ¢ ~ B 2nH :,2)' (kJ.P)e jn<p 

n=-o:) 

'" 
H~c= ~ B2nH~2) (kJ.p)ejn<p. (21) 

n=-co 

Tn the relations (20) and (21 ), B In and B 2n are ampli tude coefficients of the scattered wave, 
which have to be d etermined by the boundary conditions. The total field in the external 
region consists of the incident plane wa ve (8) plus the scattered wave (20) and (21). 

2.2. The Electric Field Vector of the Incident Plane Wave Is Perpendicular to the Electron 
Beam 

In the case where the electric field vector of the incident plane wave is polarized pel'pen
dicularly to the axis of the beam , the particular field compon ents of the in cident plane wave 
that we are interes ted in to satisfy our boundary conditions become 

'" E;c=_E;no cos 'P=-A ~ j n- 1J;,(k J. p)e jn<p 
n=-o:) 

(22) 

For the axial components of the internal electromagnetic field and the polarization that we 
here consider we introduce the amplitude coefficients IXl n and {3l n which then substitute A ln 
and Bi n in relations (17). Accordingly we have 

'" '" 
E~nt= ~ IXl nJ n(hIP) ejn<p+ jUt:,. - 2Zo ~ {3lnJ n(h2P)eln<p, 

n=-oo n=-oo 

(23) 

Correspondingly we introduce IX2 n and {32n as the amplitude coefficients of the scattered wave. 
The field components of the scattered wave we obtain, without unnecessary l'Clvriting, from 
relations (20) and (21 ) by direct substitution of IX2n and (32 n for A 2n and B 2n respectively. 

As a final remark to this section on the wave solutions of the problem we would like to point 
out the following. The propagation of the different modes of the field as described by the 
factor e1(wt- kll z+ n<p ), where n takes positive as well as negative values in the summation, 
may be thought of as helical or screw waves for which the velocity of azimuthal rotation is 

~ and the axial phase velocity is kW 
• The total internal field for example is then obtained by 

n " 
superposition of such modes properly weighted as indicated by our formulae above. 
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3 . The Amplitude Coefficients 

As boundary conditions on the surface of the cylinder of radius a we take the tangen tial 
components of the electric and magnetic field vectors to be continuous through the surface. 

3 .1. The Magnetic Field Vector of the Incident Plane Wave Is Perpendicular to the Electron 
Beam 

Let us introduce th e following convenient notations 

dl= ZZl-i--z (koR + k II QU) k5hl cos cpJ~ (hla) Hi,Z) (k J..a)- J n (h1a) H ;,Z) I (k J..a)+ZZI [ takl1 cp U 
o q a2 0 1 

--~ 2 (A+ (lU) k ll cos CP] !!:. J n(hla)H ;'2) (k J..a), 
q a2 a 

d2=[takn cp --i--z (r+k~QU) cos cpJ !!:' J n (h1a) H i,2) (kJ..a)-zZl UJ n (hla)H~2) 1 (kJ..a) 
1 q a2 a 0 

+~ (A + q2U) kohl cos cp J~ (h1a) H~2) (kJ..a) , 
q-a2 

The amplitude coefficien ts A 1n and B In can then be simply expressed as 

We obtain the remaining amplitude coefficients A zn and Bzn from 

A 2n H i,2) ~kJ..a) [Al nJ n (hla) + j,l - zUZoBlnJ n(h2a) + A cos cpjnJ n(kJ..a)] 

B2n= H i,2) ~kJ..a) [jU i o AlnJ n(hla)+ BlnJ n(hza)} 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

3 .2 . The Electric Field Vector of the Incident Plane Wave Is Perpendicular to the Electron 
Beam 

For the polarization we here consider we have the amplitude coefficients of the internal 
field 
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and of the scattered field 

_ A ." 2 1. d3 

Ci.l n- - J :; kta [d1d2[ 

d3cl4 

R _ A .,,+ 1 1 2 1 ell 

f.ll n- - J Zl :; kla [d1el2[ ' 

d3el4 (28) 

(32n H~2) tk.La) [ jU 10 CilnJ n(h1a) + (3lnJ " (h2a) - A 11 cos cp j"J " (k.La) J (29) 

4. The Field in the Center of the Beam 

Let us consider t he axial components of the electric and m agnetic field vectors in the 
center of the beam. 

4 .1. The Magnetic Field Vector of the Incident Plane Wave Is Perpendicular to the Electron 
Beam 

From the relations (1 7) and (25) we find for p= O, 

(30) 

or 

E ,(p= Ol j~. ] 1 ( d4 - Ufl -2 Z0d2) . 
E~nc 7r kta cos cp jd1d2j Zl 11= 0 

d3el4 ,, ~ O (30a) 

Furth ~rmore 

H z( p= O)= jU 10 AJo+B10 

=A~~~ 1. (d2+ U Zl d4) 

Zl 7r k1a [d1rl2j Zo n= O 

d3d411 = 0 

(31) 

or 

H ,(p= O) 2 _1 1 (d + U Zl d) 
HT 7r kla [d1d2[ 2 Zo 4 n= O 

d3d4 n= O 

(31a) 

wh ere HT.c is the magnetic field of the inciden t wave in this case. 

4.2 . The Electric Field Vector of the Incident Plane Wave Is Perpendicular to the Electron 
Beam 

From eqs (23) and (28) we obtain 
E z(p= 0)= Ci. l0+ jU fl - 2Zo(310 
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or 

_~ ~ 1 (da-Ut:.-Z Zo d1 ) , 

7r kta ld1d21 Zl n = O 

d3d4 n = O 

E z(p=O) 

where Etc is the electric field of the incident wave in this case. 

or 

Correspondingly 

5 . The Scattering Cross Sections 

We define the following three scattering cross sections, 
Differential cross section: 

Total cross section: 

0" tot 

Backscattering cross section : 

! p Re (E~CH~ c' - E~cH~c') 

! Re (E1nC X HlnC' ) cos cp 

! p27r . Re (E~CH~c' - E~CH~C' )", = o 
O"B ! Re (ElnC X HlnC' ) cos cp • 

We here have 

~ Re (E1DC X HlnC') cos cp= A2 ~l cos cpo 

(32a) 

(33) 

(33a) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

Let us furthermore introduce the expressions for the field components of the scattered wave 
in the relations (34) to (36) and do the integration in (35). We then obtain the following 
results for the polarization where the magnetic field vector of the incident plane wave is per
pendicular to the electron beam, 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

The total scattering cross section O"tot = 12
,.. 0" (cp)d as expressed by relation (35) and (38) 

is the ratio between the total power scattered per unit length by the cylinder to the component 
of the incident power per unit area that is normal to the axis of the beam. 

The backscattering cross section defined by relation (36) and explicitly expressed in the 
amplitude coefficients of the scattered wave by (39) we may think of as the cross section of a 
fictitious scatterer that scatters energy isotropically with t he intensity observed as backscat-
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tering (in the plane defined by tho wave-normal of the incident wave and the cylinder axis, 
~=O) . 

From relation (37) we notice that 

(40) 

To facilitate comparison between the scattering at right angle from the plane of incidence 
and the backscattering let us furthermore introduce 

(41) 

where (T". corresponds to the cross section of a fictitious scatterer that scatters isotropically 
"2 

with the intensity observed at right angle (~= -~) from the plane of incidence (10 = 0). 

For the case where the electric fi eld vector of the incident plane wave is p erpendicular to 
the electron beam we obtain the results for the different cross sections from the formulae (37) 
to (41 ) by substituting 0!2n and {32n for A 2n and B2n , respectively. 

6. Scattering of an Obliquely Incident Plane Wave by a Cold Cylindrical 
Plasma in a Magnetic Field 

We obtain thc r cs ults in this case by making the following specifications in the r elations (3), 

where We an d v arc thc critical angular frequency and collision froquency of th e elcctron plasma. 
Th e expressions can then b c simplified to 

W ~ w- .iv] 
. 2 2'--' 

(W - JV) - Wf{ W 

2 Q_ Wf{ W e 

- W (w-jv)2-w~' 

2 

k2 ' Wf{ W e 
A = oSlll<J> - '( ')2 2 

W w- Jv - Wf} 
k~ sin <J>. Q, 

(42) 
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For p2_q2t:..2 tlmt enters hI , hz, and U we have in this case the simple res ul t 

2 ZAZ k" WH Q p - q u = - :L - - . ' . , 
W-JV 

and accordingly 

o 1 [ 2 2 Z 0 I W71 4 2 . ? J' hi= 2D2 P + q t:.. + Qko -V (W-jV)2 cos ct+4t:.. sm- 4> , 

2 _ 1 [ 2 2 2 2 I w7I 4 2 . 2 ] h2- 2D2 P + q t:.. - Qko -V (W - jV)2 cos 4>+ 4t:.. sm 4> . (43) 

7. Results of Machine Computation 

Extensive machine computations have been made for the case of the cylindrical electron 
plasma neglecting the effect of collisions. 

In order to demonstrate the possibility of utilizing the results of this investigation for 
diagnostic purposes let us consider here only the results for a particular case. 

For the polarization where the magnetic field vector of the incident plane wave is perpen
dicular to the axis of the cylindrical plasma we study the backscattering cross section as a 
function of the angle of incidence of the plane wave. In figures 2 and 3 we have taken w p> 
WH > W, where Wp is the plasHla frequency ( w p= w c) . 

Wp VW-'6 

~=e 
W -~ V~'5 

~l!v "-

ko O:1 

W H 
-=4 
w 

~ 

150 r WH ' 4 
W 

ko o 'O.1 

k o o, 0.316 

100 r ko 0 ' I 

o 
o 20 40 60 

50 -

-

-

-

FIG U RE 2. The backscattering cross sect-ion over the 
radius of the plasma cylindel' as a function of the 
angle of incidence of the plane wave for differ'ent 

valttes of W P. 

W 
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FIG URE 3. The backscattering cross section over the 
mdius of the plasma cylinder as a function of the 
angle of incidence of the plane wave for different 
values of koa. 



Figure 2 clearly deillonstrates tlJat r esonances occur in the backscaLtering cross scel ion a,(; 
d ifferent angles of in cidence for difl'erent values of tbe plasma frequency, i.e., the density of 
the plasma cylindor, and a fixed value of the gyrofrequency, i. e., th e magnetic fi eld. I n fi gure 

2 we have taken ~ equal to three different values 8, 6, and 5 for wH = 4 and koa = 1. 1[easure-
w w 

ments of the values or the resonan ce fwgles m ight possibly be useful to determine the density 
of the plasill a cyl inder. 

In figure 3 we hn,ve plotted backscattering curves for three different values of lcoa and 

fixed values of W p nnd WH o Apparently t here is no observable change in the value of the reso-
w W 

nance angle when koa varies between 0.1 and 1. 
It rcmains to be shown by experiment tha,t resonances of the kind predicted by these calcu

lations do playa role for a cylindrical cold plasma and if so whether or not they can be util ized 
for diagnostics of such a plasma. 

The JllaCllillc co mputa t ions were made on lhe lB1[ 704 co mputer in New York, on lime 
available for the Plasma P h.vsies Laborato ry of Princeton Universily, of wbich the aut llOr was 
a member duri ng l he :veal' 1960- 61. It is a pleas ure to acknowledge t lte very generous help 
of L. Hof)'lll an, 11. Sc., who did all the codi ng work. The work was finally written up at 
R esearc h Labo rator~T of Electroni cs, C halmers U niversity of Tec hnolog~T , Gothenburg, Swed en. 
It form s a continuation of earlier work by the author as a par t of the general electronic research 
program or t he R esearch Laboratory of Electronics . 
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